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A Light in the Attic
Shel Silversteinl

I’m Just No Good at
Rhyming and Other

Nonsense for Mischievous
Kids and Immature Grown-

ups
Chris Harris

The 13-Story Treehouse
Andy Griffiths 

funfunfun
Sparks!
 Series

Ian Boothby

Sanity & Tallulah
Series

Molly Brooks

Hilda and the
Stone Forestes
Luke Pearson

Stargazing
Series

Jen Wang

Hilo: The Boy Who
Crashed to Earth

Series
Judd Winick

The Wildest Race Ever: The
Story of the 1904 Olympic

Marathon
The exciting and bizarre true story

of the 1904 Olympic marathon,
which took place at the St. Louis

World’s Fair.
Meghan McCarthy

Sideways Stories from
Wayside School

Louis Sachar

This catalog was created by the WUES PTO and includes suggestions based  on the
Houston Area Independent Schools Library Network (HAISLN).  15% OF ALL

PURCHASES DIRECTLY SUPPORT OUR LIBRARY.  In order for all purchases to count
towards our fundraising goals, please enter WEST U and your student's TEACHER &
GRADE (if purchasing for more than one student, enter all applicable teachers/ grades)

into the comment field at checkout.

The Frog Book 
An introduction to an assortment of

the world’s frog species, discussing a myriad of
topics such as their colors, shapes and sizes to

their various habitats to how they find food,
escape danger and attract a mate.,

Steve Jenkins



Moon Base Alpha Series
Stuart Gibbs

Alamo All Stars
Hale recounts the story
of the Alamo, featuring
the exploits of historical
legends Jim Bowie and

Davy Crockett.
Nathan Hale

Pass Go and Collect
$200: The Real Story

of How Monopoly
Was Invented

Tells the bold and
fascinating story behind
one of the world’s most
beloved board games.

Tanya Lee Stone

I Survived the
Hindenburg Disaster,

1937
Hugo, his parents, and his
sister Gertie are making

the thrilling four thousand
mile journey across the

Atlantic in a zeppelin as big
as the Titanic when

disaster strikes and fire
consumes the ship.

Lauren Tarshis

The Hero Two Doors
Down

Based on the true story
of friendship between a

boy and a baseball
legend. 

Sharon Robinson

Lillian's Right to Vote:
A Celebration of the
Voting Rights Act of

1965
Lillian recalls the long

fight that led
to her right--and

determination--to cast
her ballot since the

Voting Rights Act
gave every American

the right to vote.
Jonah Winter

Gittel’s Journey: An
Ellis Island Story

When it’s time for nine-
year-old Gittel and her
mother to leave their

homeland and
immigrate to America to
start a new life, a health
inspection forces Gittel

to find the courage
within to leave her

family behind.
Lesléa Newman

Sea Otter Rescue
A visit to the Alaska SeaLife
Center explores, through engaging text and
striking photography, how sea otters have
become orphaned or hurt by a range of
threats and how the dedicated teams at the
clinic help them heal and rehabilitate.
Suzi Eszterhas

Giant Squid
A nonfiction picture book exploring the
mysterious life of the elusive giant squid.
DCandace Fleming

What Do You Do With A
Voice Like That
Life of Houston native
Barbara Jordan, who was
best known for her work
as a lawyer, politician and
civil rights leader.
Chris Barton



A Boy Called Bat
Series

Elana Arnold

Beezus and
Ramona

Series
Beverly Cleary

Jasmine Toguchi,
Mochi Queen

Series
Debbi Michiko

Florence

Megabat
Series

Anna Humphrey 

Stranded
Series

Probst, Jeff, and
Chris Tebbetts

Three Times Lucky
Series

Sheila Turnage

funfunfun
A Dragon's Guide
to the Care and

Feeding of Humans
Series

Laurence Yep

Home Sweet Motel
P.T. and his friend Gloria must solve a

mystery at the world's wackiest
motel: The Wonderland

Series
Chris Grabenstein

Zeus and the Thunderbolt of
Doom

When ten-year old Zeus is kidnapped,
he discovers he can defend himself

with a magic thunderbolt. 
Series

Joan Holub

The Losers Club
Alec, a sixth grade bookworm always

in trouble for reading instead of
listening and participating in class,

starts a book club solely and
discovers that real life, although
messy, can be as exciting as the

stories in his favorite books
Andrew Clements

Jackie Ha-Ha
Twelve-year-old Jacky "Ha-Ha"

Hart is a class clown with a penchant
for pranking--and when she's

required to act in the school play to
appease her frustrated teachers, she

must conquer her stutter. 
Series

James Patterson

Counting on
Katherine: How

Katherine Johnson
Saved Apollo 13
Katherine not only

calculated the course of
moon landings but, in

turn, saved lives.
Helaine Becker

Between the Lines:
How Ernie Barnes

Went from the
Football Field to the

Art Gallery
The true story of NFL
star Ernie Barnes, a

man who pursued his
lifelong dream of being

an artist after his
football career ended.

Sandra Neil Wallace

Ada Lovelace, Poet of
Science: The First

Computer Programmer
This is the story of how an
important but little-known

woman – a brilliant scientist
and mathematician -

envisioned the computer-
driven world we know today.

Diane Stanley

How to Build a Hug:
Temple Grandin and

Her Amazing Squeeze
Machine

inspiring story of autism
advocate Dr. Temple

Grandin
Amy Guglielmo, and
Jacqueline Tourville

BIOGRAPHIESBIOGRAPHIESBIOGRAPHIES

Before She Was
Harriet: The Story of

Harriet Tubman
An evocative poem and

opulent watercolors
come together to honor

a woman of humble
origins.

Lesa Cline-Ransome
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Out of Wonder: Poems Celebrating
Poets

From Maya Angelou to Naomi Shihab Nye,
Robert Frost to Walter Dean Myers –
this multicultural collection of original

poems celebrates renowned poets from
across the globe and across centuries of

shared stories.
Kwame Alexander

Can I Touch Your Hair?: Poems
of Race, Mistakes, and

Friendship
Two students, one black and one

white, learn to communicate, relate,
and celebrate differences in this

collection of poems in
conversation..

Latham, Irene, and Charles Waters

Finding Langston
Discovering a book

of Langston Hughes' poetry in the
library helps Langston cope with the
loss of his mother, relocating from
Alabama to Chicago as part of the

Great Migration, and being bullied. 
Trilogy

Lesa Cline-Ransome

Beatrice Zinker, Upside Down
Thinker

When third grade begins, Beatrice
fears she is losing her best friend, so

she uses her topsy-turvy ways of
thinking to get things looking up

Series
Shelley Johannes

Misty of Chincoteague
Paul’s and his sister Maureen's

determination to own a pony from the herd
on Chincoteague Island, Virginia, is greatly
increased when the Phantom and her colt
are among the ponies rounded up for the

yearly auction.
Marguerite

Henry

Her Right Foot
This beautifully illustrated
book looks at the significance
of the Statue of Liberty’s right
foot.
Dave Eggers

Ban This Book
Amy Anne, who never gets in

trouble, finds herself in the battle of a
lifetime when a concerned parent in

her school has her favorite book
taken off the library shelf.

Alan Gratz

Power Forward Series
Hena Khan

The Lemonade War
Evan and his younger sister, Jessie, react

very differently to the news that they will be
in the same class for fourth grade, and as

the end of summer approaches, they battle
it out through lemonade stands, each trying

to be the first to earn $100.
Series

Jacqueline Davies

Ben Franklin’s in My Bathroom
When ten-year-old Nolan and his little
sister, Olive, find Ben Franklin in their
kitchen, they do their best to guide

Ben through the new world he helped
form. 
Series

Candace Fleming



Endling: The Last
Byx, believed to be the last dairne, goes on a

quest to search for more of her species and is
joined by various allies as they uncover many

secrets in this exciting series opener. 
Series

Katherine Applegate

Knights vs Dinosaurs
Merlin sends the Knights of the Round

Table on their most exciting and
dangerous quest to date -- to face

dinosaurs!
Series

Matt Phelan

Freedom Over Me: Eleven Slaves, Their
Lives and Dreams Brought to Life

Using original slave auction and plantation
estate documents, the author creatively
contrasts the monetary value of a slave

with the priceless value of life .
Ashley Bryan

Thirty Minutes Over Oregon: A
Japanese Pilot’s World War II Story

In this important and moving true story of
reconciliation after war, beautifully

illustrated in watercolor, a Japanese pilot
bombs the continental U.S. during WWII—
the only enemy ever to do so—and comes

back 20 years later to apologize.
Marc Tyler Nobleman

The Land of Stories: The Wishing
Spell

Through the mysterious power of a
cherished book of stories, twins Alex
and Conner leave their world behind
and find themselves in a foreign land
full of wonder and magic where they
come face-to-face with the fairy-tale

characters they grew up reading about.
Series

Chris Colfer

A Beetle Is Shy
From flea beetles to bombardier beetles, an
incredible variety of these beloved bugs are

showcased in this carefully researched,
visually striking book that is poetic in voice
and elegant in design, perfect for sparking

children's imaginations
Dianna Hutts Aston

LOTS TO CHOOSE FROM...LOTS TO CHOOSE FROM...LOTS TO CHOOSE FROM...

More Great BooksMore Great BooksMore Great Books
The BFG
Sophie is kid snatched
from her orphanage by a
BFG--Big Friendly Giant--
and the two set out to
save the world.
Roald Dahl

Saving Winslow
When Louis’ dad brings home a

scrawny and sickly newborn donkey,
their connection is instant; while the
adults around him say that Winslow

might not survive, Louis finds the faith
and courage to believe in his donkey

and himself.
Sharon Creech

Save Me a Seat
Ravi has just moved to the United States from India and
has always been at the top of his class. Joe has lived in
the same town his whole life and has learning problems.  
When their lives intersect in the first week of fifth grade,
they are brought together by a common enemy (the
biggest bully in their class) and the need to take control
of their lives.
Seres
Sarah Weeks and Gita Varadarajan


